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Where life gets better



Our Mission
Fountain Hills Recovery is dedicated to providing high-end individualized care and rehabilitation services to build a 
foundation for long-term recovery. We’re aware that every patient who comes to Fountain Hills Recovery has their 

own motivations for seeking treatment and making this lifestyle change. With this in mind, we offer a variety of  care 
options using evidence based treatment practices to aid in the realization of  self-worth and the possibilities of  life 

away from the hopelessness of  addiction.



I saw myself in other treatment centers as more of a statistic rather than an 
actual person. Having people really stand by my side and do anything in their 
power to see me succeed- it meant a lot to me that people actually cared.

The Fountain Hills Difference 
At Fountain Hills Recovery, we separate ourselves from other 

rehabilitation treatment centers with our unparalleled client and 
staff dynamic. Our staff members have first-hand experience 

with the effects of addiction, so when you enter into our 
program you are entering an environment of empathy and 
understanding. We recognize that the needs of each client 
are unique to that individual, consequently each program is 

developed through a collaboration between client and 
treatment staff to address the client’s own priorities for 

treatment. While individual treatment programs can vary from 
client to client, the sense of community within our center walls 
is universal and always welcoming to those in need of support.

Who We Are
Fountain Hills Recovery has a team of  knowledgeable 
professionals with first-hand experience of  the damaging 
effects addiction can have on a life. Together we can 
create a plan for recovery that meets your unique needs 
and addresses your own recovery goals. We will take this 
first step in the recovery process with you and make your 
transition into a new life as comfortable as possible. 

-Former Fountain Hills Recovery Client



Our Treatment Philosophy
Our program strives to uncover, acknowledge, and address the 
individual needs of  our clients through a variety of  therapy 
and treatment options. We don’t believe in a “one size fits all” 
approach to the treatment of  addiction. We understand that 
everyone who enters our center has different motivations, 
goals, and expectations about the treatment they need to 
recover from their addiction. 

Our admissions process begins with developing a clear 
understanding of  every client’s current situation. Matching 
the strengths from both client and staff, we work together 
to formulate a workable plan for recovery. After our initial 
assessment, a variety of  therapeutic approaches are available 
to maximize the probability of  a positive long term outcome 
for the client.   

Taking into account each client’s individual needs, our care 
professionals use effective evidence-based methods to provide 
quality care and give clients the tools and resources to succeed 
both in and out of  our facility.



Your Healing Process Begins
Fountain Hills Recovery offers treatment 

options suited to address your unique needs.
Residential Treatment Programs 

da30 ys 
da60 ys 
da90 ys

In-Patient Programs   
Intensive Outpatient Programs

· Daily Accountability/Reflection
· 12 Step Participation
· Goal Setting
· Life Skill Building
· Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
· EMDR

· Trauma Therapy
· Family Therapy
· Equine Therapy
· Adventure Therapy
· Art Therapy
· Yoga

· Meditation
· Relapse Prevention
· Onsite Chiropractic Services
· Legal Support
· Individualized Treatment Programs
· 24-hour Onsite Staff

We offer a diverse range of  therapies to get your life on track.



Our Facilities
The fountain stands in center of  our community, an ever-present 
reminder of  the endless healing, grace, and acceptance that comes with 
Recovery and Wellness. From the rolling hills to the deep red rock, 
Fountain Hills, Arizona provides us with a unique backdrop to begin 
the Recovery Process. Our primary clinic on the corner of  Saguaro 
Boulevard and Avenue of  the Fountains, is always bustling with clients 
and staff  creating a lively, welcoming atmosphere. Just a short drive from 
the clinic are our two living facilities where you can feel at home in our 
spacious accommodations.

· Gym and health club facilities

· On-site chiropractic services

· Nature hikes

· Meditation and reflection  

· Majestic Views

· Chef -styled kitchens

· Formal dining areas

· Pools and fireplaces 

Enjoy our numerous luxury and wellness amenities
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Sonoran Estate



Contemplate the possibilities of  your new beginning in our authentic Sonoran estate.



Vista Estate



Aspire to living a better life while enjoying luxury amenities in our modern estate.



16872 E.  Avenue Of  The Fountains 
Suite 204

Fountain Hills, AZ 85268
(877) 337-8933

fountainhillsrecovery.com


